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WORKSHOP OF INITIATION TO BLACK AND WHITE LABORATORY

the workshop
10 well attended and succesful issues of this workshop were made in the country house Mas 
Can Vila, La Garrotxa, between 2013 and 2015. Now is presented a version adapted to the 
city.  The laboratory has been transported to Barcelona Visions Gallery, which includes the 
right conditions to install. 

Barcelona Visions gallery adapted as a laboratory / darkroom

objective
Intended to teach the participant on the basic techniques of photographic laboratory, so that it 
gets the understanding of the process at all stages, working in the behavior of the photosensi-
tive material (film and paper), chemical dilutions and the processes of measuring light.
It is a purely technical workshop, not evaluative of any artistic or creative sense.

structure
The workshop is divided into four modules of four hours each.
Module 1:  The photographic image.  The light managing. Fieldwork. 
Module 2:  The laboratory. The chemical process to get the negarive. 
Module 3:  The contact sheet. 
Module 4:  The printing process. 
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inscription: 
To make the inscription, participants must complete the registration form to be sent with  per-
sonal data, send it to Barcelona Visions (barcelonavisionslab@gmail.com) and enter the full 
amount of the workshop (230 €) to the bank account of Barcelona Visions with the reference: 
‘Initiation to BW Laboratory’.

The price of the workshop includes the photographic material, notes and future enquiry.
The participant can bring his film camera (universal 135mm) or medium format (120mm). In 
cas of not having camera it will be provided for.

Workshop Initiation to BW Laboratory 
Image: Lea Tyralová, 2013
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Workshop Initiation to BW Laboratory 
Image: Alba Arlà, 2015

Schedule
Each module lasts 4 hours and is done on a differ-
ent day, with some flexibility for the participant.
Module 1: Dissabte or Diumenge 10 to 14h.
Modules 2, 3, 4: 17h-21h, dates to determine with 
the participant.

Barcelona Visions LAB
c./Banys Vells 7, 08003 Barcelona
telf: 936 241 796  
Metro: Jaume I
email: barcelonavisionslab@gmail.com
www.barcelonavisions.com
FB: Barcelona Visions

contact
Joan Teixidor
móvil: 607221346


